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Wide Horizons (WH)

Founded in 2006 by Myanma Migrant Worker’s Education Committee and World Education

(WE), Wide Horizons (WH) provides a 2-year organisational development course with an

opportunity to develop skills in leadership, critical thinking, English language, computer

literacy, and community development.

Despite positive changes in Myanmar’s capital and other major cities, the situation in remote

communities has remained largely the same: lack of opportunities for higher education, lack

of skills and capacity, low quality of education. Serious tensions remain over political

freedoms and ethnic nationality rights. Provincial students lack access to further education,

and community leaders lack professional development opportunities. WH seeks to address

these issues by providing an intensive academic programme.

Since its creation, the programme has produced over 215 graduates, who have left with new,

innovative ideas and the ability to develop their own CBO or establish new organisations and

schools in low-resource communities in the region.
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How It Works

Community organisations (non-profit organisations representative of a community and work 

to meet community needs and development) from inside Myanmar and along the Thai-

Myanmar border nominate current employees for admittance to WH. Out of these 

applicants, a multi-cultural, gender-balanced group of 24 are selected every year to join the 

academic programme through a competitive application process based on the following 

criteria:

 Intermediate English skills

 At least one-year work  or volunteer experience in a non-profit organization (clinic, 

CBO, school, or NGO)  

 Basic computer skills

The testing consists of three written tests (English proficiency, basic math, and computer

literacy), followed by an interview.
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How It Works

 Once admitted, students start an immersive residential experience, in which participants

are expected to live together, speaking primarily English - 24 hours a day.

 Students develop their English, computer, and community development skills while

participating in a student-centered, experiential approach to education with a curriculum

that emphasises leadership through school governance, group work, reflective practices,

and critical thinking.

 Following the 10-month taught course, students return to their mother organisation for a

10-month work placement to build upon the skills they have learned at WH by gaining

practical experience, knowledge, and skills in a work environment.

 To ensure the programme’s sustainability, the students/their host organisation are

required to contribute 23,000 Kyat (US$ 15.50) a month as ‘student investment’ to the

programme.
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Objectives

 Enable students to contribute to the development of organisations within the targeted

region by sharing their newly acquired skills with colleagues

 Provide training opportunities bearing impacts that go beyond the classrooms by

integrating practical knowledge and skills; this ensures that experience and reflection

drives their learning and professional development as much as taught lessons

 Facilitate a greater awareness among the beneficiaries of social, political, cultural, and

economic situations and issues along the Thai-Myanmar border and within Myanmar

 Provide an opportunity to strengthen connections, sharing, and understanding among

different civil society organisations that are working towards achieving mutual goals

related to sustainable development in their communities
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The total amount of the programme’s overall

running costs is USD 47,000 for academic year

2019-2020 (January – December).

Transfers from Child’s Dream to WH are made in

four instalments (quarterly) during the financial

year.
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Approx. Breakdown of Annual 
Budget for WH (2019-2020) 

Staff Salaries 61%
Office Costs 15%
Household & Kitchen Costs 11%
School Equipment & Stationery 4%
Programme Implementation & Monitoring 2%
Administration Overhead 7%

Budget 

Monitoring and Reporting

Payment is proceeded quarterly at reception of

narrative and photo reports as well as monthly

financial & activity reports. Feedback is also

obtained directly during regular visits by our

local team.

We report to donor(s) on a semester basis.
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